United Kingdom
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Sony Music Entertainment (UK) Limited and Others v EasyinternetCafe Limited (28 January 2003)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The last issue of *The Computer Law and Security Report* contained a UK case report entitled *Music Companies win copyright infringement action against EasyinternetCafe Limited*. This report considered the recent case of **Sony Music Entertainment (UK) Limited and Others v EasyinternetCafe Limited** (28 January 2003).

Although the report identifies Simon Baggs as its author, he did not in fact write the article which was written by a solicitor from Bristows. This publication has agreed to distribute and publish an apology and to publish this briefing as submitted by Simon Baggs to correct certain matters arising out of the previous report.

The case concerned the Claimants' claim for infringement of copyright arising out of the operation by EasyinternetCafe Limited of a CD burning service in its stores. Customers were able to download sound recordings from the Internet. Easyinternet then provided a service whereby downloaded recordings were copied onto CDR by members of staff employed by Easyinternet. Easyinternet charged a fee for the provision of this service.

Having commenced proceedings, Easyinternet served a defence that raised a number of matters. The Claimants' view was that none of the defences on liability had any real prospect of success and as such an application for immediate judgment without the need for trial was issued. Following a contested hearing, the Court granted judgment on liability in favour of the Claimants. The case report correctly records the fact that two of the defences raised by Easyinternet were firstly that Easyinternet had copied recordings involuntarily and secondly that the recordings had been copied for private and domestic use and that Easyinternet was therefore able to avail itself of a defence under Section 70 of the Copyright Designs and Patents Act 1988 ("the Act").

In considering these defences it is important to note that:

1\. In submitting a defence of involuntary copying, EasyinternetCafe Limited claimed that the intervention of a human operator did not affect its contention that it was an involuntary copier. It claimed that staff at EasyinternetCafe Limited acted as mere automatons and that as such EasyinternetCafe should not be liable. This contention was rejected by the Judge. In the main, this was because Easyinternet had chosen to instruct its staff not to open files to identify what it was copying. As such, the copying was not involuntary; it was voluntary.

2\. Section 70 of the Act, as relied upon by EasyinternetCafe Limited, sets out its defence of recording for the purposes of time shifting. For a Defendant to avail itself of a "time shifting" defence it has to be established that the copying is *solely* for the purpose of enabling the material to be listened to at a more convenient time. The Court held that Easyinternet was not covered by this defence principally because the Defendant was copying for commercial gain and therefore not for private and domestic use. However, the terms of the section are even wider than that. The evidential burden of demonstrating that copying is solely for time shifting purposes will mean that the Defence is very unlikely to succeed in a case involving the downloading and copying of sound recordings. The vast majority of recordings that are downloaded from the internet and copied (whether at an individuals home or otherwise) are copied to avoid having to purchase the legitimate release (whether online or via a retailer). If all that were required was that the copying had to be for private use then this would lead to the "quite extraordinary results" referred to by the Judge. Even films or sound recordings that had not yet even been legitimately released but had found their way onto the internet could be downloaded and copied without an infringement taking place. This is why the section requires that the copying must be *solely* for the purpose of enabling the recording to be listened to at a more convenient time.

It is this crucial time shifting requirement that neuters the suggestion in the case report of a danger that an unfavourable judgment would have "thrown the music industry into disarray".

EasyinternetCafe withdrew its appeal and settled with the Claimants on payment of substantial damages and legal costs.

**Simon Baggs**, Partner, Wiggin & Co, Solicitors, Cheltenham

Information Commissioner tells public bodies to "get their act together"
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Information Commissioner, Richard Thomas has called upon government departments, local authorities and other public bodies to 'get their act together'. He wants to ensure they are prepared for the introduction of the legal Right to Know. The Right to Know is the right (under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FOI)) held by members of the public to request access to any information held by any public body from January 2005 under the Freedom of Information Act in January 2005. The Right to Know is the right (under the Freedom of Information Act 2000) held by members of the public to request access to any information held by any public body from January 2005.

In a speech at the "Access to Information" conference held by the Constitution Unit and Capita Learning and Development, Richard Thomas announced that he will soon be sending "Are you Getting Ready?" checklists to the leaders of a random sample of public bodies. The checklist will question issues such as how clear public bodies are about their responsibilities under the FOI Act; if they are familiar with the Lord Chancellor's FOI Codes; who will have responsibility for managing FOI requests; how they are improving records management within the organization; and whether they intend to upgrade their publication schemes. The results of the sample will indicate how well a variety of public bodies (including central and local government, education and health bodies and the police) are doing in preparing for the introduction of the FOI Act in 2005. Richard Thomas commented:

"As from January 2005 --- just 18 months away --- anyone will have a new legal right to request access to any information held by any public body. There will be a presumption that the information will have to be supplied within 20 working days unless an exemption applies. The benefits of openness have been well-established and this country is now catching up with other mature democracies. Public bodies exist for the benefit of the public, not those who work in them. People should be able to find out what is happening on the inside, especially where it affects their daily lives.***Editor's Note****: The role of the Information Commissioner is to be the independent champion of public openness and personal privacy with various specific responsibilities set out in the Data Protection Act 1998, the Freedom of Information Act 2000 and other legislation.* The Constitution Unit is the country's leading independent think-tank on constitutional reform. It is frequently recognised for the authoritative and influential nature of its work. The Constitution Unit's website can be found at [www.ucl.ac.uk/constitution_unit](http://www.ucl.ac.uk/constitution_unit)."

Government consults on building confidence in public sector handling of data
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Government has launched a consultation paper on a new charter setting out the information people can expect and what safeguards should be in place for handling personal data in the public sector. To deliver improved services the public sector needs to ensure it is using personal information effectively. But the public are also entitled to proper reassurance that effective safeguards are in place to respect confidentiality and ensure that information is handled fairly and securely.

The Government will run a series of public consultations to test peoples' attitudes towards a proposed public charter that will set out the safeguards and standards of service that individuals can expect from public services. It will also explore what information, assurances and safeguards the public want in circumstances where public sector organisations want to share personal information to improve public services. Yvette Cooper, Minister for Data Sharing, said:

"It is important that the public should have confidence in the public sector to use their information properly and fairly, and that legal safeguards will be enforced. People want to see improvements in public services from using information effectively, but they also want to know that confidentiality is respected. This consultation will ask the public what kind of information and safeguards they want on the way the public sector uses information.The consultation paper will seek the views of individuals and organizations on:\@B Body bullet before body:!!check n!! How public bodies should request personal information from members of the public;!!check n!! What individuals can do when things go wrong; and!!check n!! The documents the public sector will have to produce to ensure good practice in information handling and sharing***Editor's Note****: The closing date for responses to the consultation was 27 June 2003. The consultation paper is available on the LCD website: [www.lcd.gov.uk/consult/confr.htm](http://www.lcd.gov.uk/consult/confr.htm). This paper follows an earlier consultation on the Cabinet Office report "Privacy and data sharing: the way forward for public services", which is available on [www.strategy.gov.uk/](http://www.strategy.gov.uk/) 2002/ privacy/ report. The conclusions of the consultation are available on the LCD website:[www.lcd.gov.uk/consult/confr.htm](http://www.lcd.gov.uk/consult/confr.htm).*"

Anti-fraud lawyer identifies Internet crime threats
---------------------------------------------------

Leading anti-fraud lawyer Steven Philippsohn is calling on the government to crack down on criminals who use fake websites (dubbed either 'para-sites' or 'cybersquats') either to defraud consumers or promote pornography. Web pages are fabricated in order to attract customers to businesses or illicit sites.

There are real fears that child porn sites or sites containing violent or disturbing images could be accessed in this way. With 15.2% of children, aged 2--14, in the UK using the Internet for school work or leisure the danger of them straying into illicit sites is increased. Steven Philippsohn, who advises the Home Office on ways of tackling cybercrime and identity fraud said:

"The US government has overwhelmingly endorsed legislation which makes it a criminal offence to hide a sexual website behind an apparently innocuous domain names --- for example whitehouse.gov is a US government site, while whitehouse.com is a porn site. Now in the US, these people face large fines and up to four years in jail. Such legislation in the UK is long overdue and should be extended to those who use fake websites to dupe consumers.He also warned consumers to be wary when booking holidays online:'We are anticipating a rise in the number of 'cloned' holiday and travel sites. Consumers believe they are dealing with the website of a well known High Street chain, but it's a clever forgery. Since the War on Terror began --- and with the downturn in the aviation industry --- consumers are less suspicious about seeing 'fantastic deals' on the Internet. Not only can they lose money this way, but particularly clever fraudsters can also steal their credit cards and passport details. We know these credit card frauds can be used to fund terror groups or bolster organised crime.In October 2002, the High Court acted in a case in which holiday makers had been misled into paying thousands of pounds to secure savings on luxury holidays. The sham holiday firms had claimed to be ABTA and ATOL bonded and to be part of the well known chain "Intersun". In fact, the chain was called "Intasun". The conmen set up a series of sites with names such as: go-travelmasters.com; travelmasters.com; intersun.co.uk; leisuremasters.co.uk and leisuremasters.net.uk. It is estimated the conmen behind the holiday companies generated around \$3m from the scam.Another problem he highlights is the potential for criminal funds to be laundered easily and anonymously by utilising new third generation (3G) mobile phones and technology. These monies would then be used to bolster terror organisations or organised crime gangs. Mobile gambling is an ideal way to launder money, as it is impossible to track or monitor, can be conducted over vast distances, is fast and is able to provide complete anonymity or lend itself to identity fraud. New 3G mobiles will essentially be mini-PC's, and the most sophisticated of the phones currently on the market can allow the caller to deal a card in a game of online blackjack by depositing graphics on a user's phone and sending a request to the casino's server for a random card.In March 2002, MasterCard reported that online gambling is generating a fifth of all internet fraud, making it the most serious of all web-based crimes. A launderer merely buys online chips to gamble, and although some small amount of funds may be lost, these chips are then cashed in by the gambler a short time later. The funds are then paid out to the gambler from the casino's account and the bulk of the money has been effectively cleaned. In the real world, casinos tend to be strictly regulated, but many internet gambling sites continue to be unregulated. Once access to the casino is gained via mobile phone, the services available to the launderer include extending credit, changing currency and transmitting funds. He added:"Cyber-payments are operating with few restrictions and often with no limit on their value. Mobile gambling lends itself to cyber-laundering because these is no need to identity and authenticate parties; there is little or no record keeping or audit trailing; encryption services mean criminals can lock out law enforcement agencies and transactions can be conducted globally, therefore falling outside existing regulatory control."***Editor's Note****: Steven Philippsohn is Senior Partner with Philippsohn Crawfords Berwald. He is a member of the Home Office research panel investigating information technology and Internet crime threat and the APACS project investigating 'card not present fraud' and identity theft. He is also Chairman of the Cybercrime Working Party of the Fraud Advisory Panel. Cyber-laundering is currently estimated to be running at US\$50billion each year. Money laundering in total costs an estimated US\$600billion world wide. Online transactions are predicted to reach US\$3billion in gross profits by 2006.*'"

Home Office support for cross-border EU crime fighting body
-----------------------------------------------------------

Home Office Minister Bob Ainsworth has praised the work of Eurojust, officially inaugurated in The Hague on 29 April:

"Eurojust is helping to ensure that serious, organised crime is properly investigated and prosecuted across EU borders. It is playing a vital role in improving the co-ordination of investigations, prosecutions and judicial co-operation to combat criminals working across Europe."

Eurojust is a new EU body where national members (investigating judges and prosecutors) meet and work face-to-face to assist their national authorities. It ensures that serious, organised crime can be both properly investigated and prosecuted across EU borders and complements advances in police co-operation and initiatives on bilateral judicial co-operation, including the European Judicial Network and the use of Liaison Magistrates. To enhance co-operation and co-ordination between investigators and prosecutors in EU states, Eurojust has been given innovative new powers including the capacity to request investigating and prosecuting authorities in EU states, who are unwilling to act, to investigate and prosecute serious cross border crime. It can also request information on such cases, ask one state to prosecute rather than another, and ask for joint investigation teams to be established between the law enforcement agencies in EU states. Michael Kennedy, President of Eurojust, said:

"Increasingly serious crime, such as terrorism, trafficking in drugs and in human beings and fraud, takes place transnationally. This means that investigations must be conducted in several countries where laws, languages, legal systems and procedures are separate and very different. Eurojust helps law enforcement agencies to build confidence and trust in each other and encourages them to work more closely together to tackle the criminal networks which commit cross border crime.***Editor's Note:****A provisional Eurojust has operated since 1 March 2001 while negotiations continued to establish the organisation and its remit. Eurojust was fully established by European (JHA)*Council Decision on 28 February 2002. Michael Kennedy, UK representative to Eurojust, is the current President of Eurojust. He was previously the Chief Crown Prosecutor for Sussex."

European judicial network goes online
-------------------------------------

Members of the public and lawyers are now able to obtain information from the European Commission website about civil, family and commercial law systems in all EU Member States. Welcoming the launch of the website Baroness Scotland, Parliamentary Secretary at the Lord Chancellor's Department, said:

"It will be a valuable tool that will help improve access to justice for citizens across the European Union."

The website (<http://europa.eu.int/comm/justice_home/ejn/>) provides information on a number of legal topics covering the procedures and systems in each Member State, the EU and international agreements. It is available in all official EU languages. The first topics covered by the website include how to apply for legal aid and how to start civil court proceedings in each Member State. Information about the court structure in each Member State is also covered. In the coming months more topics will be added in areas including divorce, child maintenance and parental responsibility.

The website is one of the first initiatives of the European Judicial Network in Civil and Commercial Matters which was formally established on 1 December 2002 to facilitate judicial and legal co-operation between Member States. A link to the Network's site is provided on the websites of the Lord Chancellor's Department and the Court Service.

***Editor's Note*** *: The European Judicial Network in Civil and Commercial Matters was established by Council Decision 2001/470/EC on 28 May 2001. A copy can be obtained at: <http://europa.eu.int/eur-lex/pri/en/oj/dat/2001/l_174/l_17420010627en00250031.pdf>. The word "judicial" refers to legal matters rather than a network of judges, although judges are included in the Network. The proposal for a Civil Judicial Network stems from the Presidency Conclusions of the Tampere Special European Council meeting in October 1999. Those conclusions stated that in order to facilitate access to justice, the European Commission, in co-operation with other relevant bodies such as the Council of Europe, should consider establishing an easily accessible information system to be maintained and up-dated by a network of competent national authorities. The Network's website address is:*

*<http://europa.eu.int/comm/justice_home/ejn/>*

Internet tobacco smuggler jailed for evading \$60000 excise duty
----------------------------------------------------------------

A Banbury man who acted as a distributor of large quantities of smuggled tobacco and cigarettes bought over the Internet for sale in the United Kingdom was recently jailed for four months at Oxford Crown Court. Timothy Regan was caught out when Customs officers at Stansted Airport intercepted two pallets of goods addressed for delivery to 'All Recruitment' of Banbury. The pallets contained eighty boxes of tobacco addressed to individuals throughout the UK. Customs surveillance on the delivery led to the arrest of Timothy Regan on 5 April last year at his business address. Further evidence of previous illegal imports of similar products was found in a search of Regan's home and emails recovered from his computer showed contacts in Spain Regan (42) pleaded guilty to four charges of evasion of excise duty totalling \$60 000 by failing to declare the import of 380 000 cigarettes and 267.8 kg of tobacco. Evidence against Regan showed he had conspired with a company in Spain to import pre --- packed boxes containing varying quantities of tobacco and cigarettes for onward delivery to UK addresses marked on the boxes.

***Editor's Note*** *: Customs and Excise Communication Division website is at: [www.hmce.gov.uk](http://www.hmce.gov.uk)*

FAST warns Government against complacency on software piracy
------------------------------------------------------------

The Federation Against Software Theft (FAST) is concerned about the belief voiced in the House of Lords recently that the UK software industry is adequately protected against software piracy. FAST flagged up the issue following a question asked to the House drawing the response that, as the UK has the world's best compliance rate for business software licensing, existing measures to support it are therefore sufficient. The question was based on a recent study by the Business Software Alliance (BSA) that suggests reductions in software piracy can lead to improved national economic performance.

In contrast, FAST's experience illustrates that a high level of under-licensing still exists in the UK. A recent study conducted by the organization showed that an estimated 40% of software use in the UK was pirated and that 50% of businesses said they would currently find it difficult to prove their compliance. Paul Brennan, general counsel at FAST, commented:

"In addition to FAST's findings, the BSA study shows that the software industry loses approximately 25% of its income through software piracy. This is clearly unacceptable --- it is like BMW or Ford giving away 25% of their cars each year, or the government giving away a quarter of its vehicle excise income in unlicensed cars. Far from being a time for complacency, now is the moment to act. FAST members, as well as the industry as a whole, need political support to help reduce this severe loss of income so they are able to develop new innovative software free from the fear of carrying an unnecessary financial burden."

***Editor's Note*** *: FAST was the world's first software anti-piracy organisation when it was set up in 1984 to lobby Parliament for changes to the copyright law. Today, its key remit is enforcement. In particular, it tackles under-licensing (buying one license, but then copying the software many times), together with the increasing problem of misuse of the Internet. It represents any software publisher whose intellectual property is being abused, regardless of their size or the value of the potential settlement. Although FAST will always initially attempt to resolve these issues without litigation, it will prosecute should this route be required to make the necessary recovery. FAST's own legal expertise is reinforced by its Legal Advisory Group (FLAG), which consists of over 30 law firms engaged in IT/IP and operating in the UK and overseas. FAST has 170 members from the software publishing industry (including resellers, distributors, audit software providers and consultants) and 2,600 corporate end users. Queries to FAST can be made by telephone +44 (0)1628 622121) or email (<fast@fast.org>).*

Open source software to drive Government Online Buying System
-------------------------------------------------------------

The Office of Government Commerce (OGC) has established a new online purchasing system, which will allow public sector bodies to buy products quicker, easier and more cost effectively. Called Purchase & Pay, the LINUX based Open Sourced Software system is currently being operated by OGCbuying.solutions for customers in the Department of Work & Pensions (DWP). This is for the purchase of printed forms, stationery and associated items, but is intended to eventually encompass a much wider range of goods and services. As part of the system's on-going development, a facility which allows not only the buying of goods and services, but also the payment of the resulting Invoices on-line, will be incorporated in coming months. Welcoming the establishment of the Purchase & Pay system, Hugh Barrett, Chief Executive of OGCbuying.solutions, said:

"Our decision to use Open Source software was based on its proven reliability, portability and lower licensing costs. Overall it represented best value for money in this application."

OGC is providing and evaluating secure online access to the various framework agreements and electronic catalogues managed by OGC's commercial trading arm, OGCbuying.solutions. Framework agreements and electronic catalogues are the means through which central civil government and the wider public sector can access advantageous pricing arrangements on a wide variety of goods and services. The Linux-based system is being run through the Government's own Government Secure Intranet (GSI) to ensure that the highest level of online security is available, thereby safeguarding both customer and suppliers' commercially confidential pricing information. The experience gained from the evaluation of the new system will be taken into account as part of OGC's strategy to support the development of fully interoperable 'cross-government' e-procurement systems. The wider strategy will eventually allow all public sector departments and agencies to share information on suppliers and pricing.

***Editor's Note*** *: Purchase & Pay went live between DWP and OGCbuying.solutions on 3 February 2003 and has now reached a 'steady state' with high user acceptance --- over 80% of DWP stationery buying is already being handled via the new online system. OGCbuying.solutions is an Executive Agency of the Office of Government Commerce (OGC) in the Treasury. OGC was launched on 1 April 2000 as a result of a review of civil procurement in Central Government. Its aim is to achieve substantial value for money improvements in the Government's procurement budget. Since its launch, OGC has realigned the procurement services previously provided by The Buying Agency (TBA) and the Managed Services Division of the Central Computer and Telecommunications Agency (CCTA) to form a new structure to help it to achieve its objectives.*

OFTEL publishes several market review documents
-----------------------------------------------

The Office of Telecommunications has announced three market reviews affecting different sectors of the telecommunications industry. The first relates to market reviews of the leased lines and calls from mobile phones markets announced as part of the work to implement new EC Directives on electronic communications networks. Oftel proposes to lift all remaining wholesale regulation from the mobile market related to access and outgoing calls because of the increasing level of competition in the market.

In the leased lines market, Oftel proposes to continue with most current regulation to support competition, and in particular the requirement on BT to provide partial private circuits to other operators for leased line services. Under the implementation process for the new Directives, Oftel must review the telecoms market before deciding the appropriate level of regulation to protect and support competition.

The second relates to its market review of the wholesale broadband market required under the same EC Directives, which came into force on 25 July 2002. David Edmonds, Director General of Telecommunications, commented:

"Oftel's work has helped to develop the UK's growing broadband market, leading to increasing take up of broadband services by consumers and small businesses. Oftel's review of the wholesale broadband market has found that BT and Kingston upon Hull area still have significant power in this market. Oftel proposes to continue under the new EC communications directives with a number of obligations on BT and Kingston to ensure other operators can compete with them to provide broadband services. These include requiring BT and Kingston to provide access to their broadband networks on reasonable request, not to discriminate against other operators, and provide accounting separation between their wholesale and retail broadband services."

The third report concerns Oftel's review of the calls to mobile phones market. Action was deemed necessary because consumers were paying too much for making calls to mobile phones having no choice but to incur the high connection charge set by the operator of the networks they were calling. This is a separate review from the recent Competition Commission investigation into call termination rates, which was carried out under the current telecoms regulatory framework. The Commission made recommendations for charge controls over the next three years, but the introduction of the new Directives means Oftel is required to carry out a fresh review under the terms and procedures of the Directives, before reaching its own conclusions.

The key proposals set out in Oftel's review of the calls to mobile phones market are to:

•protect consumers from excessive call termination charges through a continuation of controls to reduce the amount mobile operators charge to connect calls to their networks;•promote competition between operations by ensuring equal access and no undue discrimination against other operators for terminating calls onto the mobile networks; and•not impose regulation on the 3G market as these are new and innovative services and regulatory controls would be disproportionate while the market is developing.

The Director General said:

"Oftel believes that measures are needed to require the mobile operators to reduce their call termination charges, which should result in cheaper calls to mobile phones. Oftel's proposals are in line with the Competition Commission's original recommendations and consist of three annual cuts of around 15% over the next three years. In line with Oftel's earlier commitments, we do not intend to place any regulation on the 3G market. These are new and innovative services and inappropriate regulation at this stage could damage the evolution of this new market."

***Editor's Note*** *: Mobile access and call origination market review and leased lines market review publications are available from Oftel's website at:*

*<http://www.oftel.gov.uk/publications/eu_directives/2003/eu_mob_access/> and*

*<http://www.oftel.gov.uk/publications/eu_directives/2003/eu_leased_lines/>. The review of the wholesale broadband access market is available from:*

*<http://www.oftel.gov.uk/publications/eu_directives/2003/eu_dsl/dsl.pdf>. Hard copies are available to the public from Oftel's Research and Information Unit, tel. +44 (0)20 7634 8761.*

*The Review of the mobile wholesale voice call termination markets is available from: <http://www.oftel.gov.uk/publications/eu_directives/2003/ctm/ctm0503.pdf>.*

Oftel proposes new approach to targeting consumer information
-------------------------------------------------------------

Proposals on how Oftel will assess the extent to which consumers get a good deal from their telecoms provider have been published today by the regulator. By having a clear understanding of the level of savings consumers can make, Oftel will be able to better target consumer information for whom the benefits of switching provider are greatest.

David Edmonds, Director General of Telecommunications said:

"The UK's competitive telecoms market means there is plenty of choice for consumers, at a range of different prices. Oftel has published a number of consumer leaflets and there is advice on Oftel's website on how to get the best deal for your telecoms service. Consumers are prepared to shop around to get a better deal, and over 10 million consumers have switched service providers at some point. Oftel's research shows that many consumers are content to stay with the current service provider, because they are happy with the level of service they receive, or because they do not consider the savings large enough to justify the effort of switching."

Oftel is seeking views from consumer organizations and the telecoms industry. The consultation period ran until 30 June 2003. Oftel has welcomed the latest update of the consumer information website [www.cpi.org.uk](http://www.cpi.org.uk), which helps business and residential consumers compare the service performance of different fixed telecoms companies.

***Editor's Note*** *: Assessing potential consumer savings: A consultation on a methodology for measuring consumer savings in telecoms services is available on Oftel's website at: [www.oftel.gov.uk](http://www.oftel.gov.uk). Hard copies are available to the public from Oftel's Research and Information Unit on +44 (0) 20 7634 8761.*

Product news in brief
---------------------

•Internet Security Systems releases Internet risk impact summary report --- Internet Security Systems, Inc. (ISS) (Nasdaq: ISSX), has released its Internet Risk Impact Summary Report (IRIS) for the first quarter of 2003, which reveals a 84% increase in the number of security incidents and confirmed attacks from the prior fourth quarter of 2002. The increase in security incidents equalled ten times the amount of events in the fourth quarter of 2002. Typically these took the form of suspicious activities, like automatic probing and scanning for vulnerabilities in computer systems and directly correlates to a major increase in the number of new worms and hybrid threats tracked in the first quarter of 2003, which totalled 752 compared to 101 in 2002. Chris Rouland, director of Internet Security Systems' X-Force(tm) security research and knowledge services organization said:"The large increase in mass mailing, highly persistent worms and security events indicates that this year will be challenging for security officers and administrators around the world. These levels are consistent with our forecasts that show a steady amount of malicious activity on the Internet throughout 2003. Hackers, criminals and hactivists continue to disrupt services, commit online theft, and cause outages across the Internet by exploiting unprotected computers, especially by focusing their activities on critical and widely-deployed systems and infrastructure."***Editor's Note*** *: Internet Security Systems' IRIS is the only quarterly report to provide cyber attack trends based on factors such as the industry's largest number of monitored security devices, actual attacks detected and researched vulnerabilities. Located at Internet Security Systems' headquarters in Atlanta, the Internet Security Systems X-Force Global Threat Operations Center (GTOC) globally coordinates security threat data, and disseminates critical countermeasure intelligence worldwide. Further information from:<http://www.iss.net/security_center/>*•**Broadband exposed --- survey highlights extent of homeworking IT security danger** --- 86% of online IT users say they have been hacked, or damaged by computer viruses/worms in the last 12 months. Attacks on home PCs outnumbered workplace breaches by 3 to 1. An online survey completed by over 30 000 respondents has given the greatest insight so far into the IT security threat. The vast majority (86.2%) have been affected by security breaches in the last 12 months, but most surprisingly 76% of those have occurred in the home, compared to only 24% at work. The survey also reported people's views on how convicted hackers should be treated --- only a small proportion pleaded lenience.Security expert Richard Hollis Managing Director of Orthus Consulting suggests the figures reveal a huge gap between professional work environments and the home user/homeworker:"It seems that companies are getting to grips with malicious attacks, although with a quarter of respondents experiencing breaches at work, this is still a high figure. What's more concerning is the number of people being scanned, hacked and used as a malicious launch pad from home. This has got to be a major concern for everyone; users, corporates, Internet authorities and ISPs --- and I concur wholeheartedly with the sentiment of 83% of the respondents that ISPs should be doing more to protect us. They're happy enough to issue people with 'driver's licenses for the Internet' but are not prepared to police the road."Respondents were also asked their views on how hackers and virus authors should be punished. Nearly half of those surveyed (a total of 45%) wanted apprehended IT security felons to be imprisoned. Only 8% saw the crimes as harmless and viewed that no action would be necessary. It also seems that the people surveyed think that ISPs and telcos should do more to protect users from Internet threats. 83% said so in the survey results. Rob Pollard --- Business Manager Europe for Arbor Networks Inc., the specialist carrier network anomaly vendor said:"Until recently, most threats have manifested themselves in end user networks or on home PCs, but with worms like 'The Slammer' attacking core networks, ISPs and carriers are more aware than ever of the damage of such attacks and are beginning to take steps to protect the core backbone --- and therefore, end-users."***Editor's Note*** *: This survey was conducted from 1st April to the 4th April 2003 by Backfire Security, an online security interest web-portal, created by Multimedia Public Relations (UK).*•**Corporates are addressing major IT security issues but ignoring basic issues** --- Corporate organizations are waking up to major security flaws within their networks but are failing to address medium or low risk issues, with 33% of companies examined found to be exposed to considerable risk. This is the main finding of the Fifth Annual NTA Monitor Security Audit based on an analysis of over 600 Regular Monitor network perimeter security tests undertaken on behalf of clients.A third of corporate networks tested by NTA Monitor were found to have at least ten flaws, opening themselves to considerable risk of malicious attack. The Security Audit found that corporates are failing to address medium and low profile vulnerabilities, with medium profile vulnerabilities found in 73% of tests and low profile vulnerabilities were found in every test instance. In contrast, high-risk vulnerabilities had decreased, with only 6% found to have a high-risk vulnerability of sufficient magnitude to allow external parties to access and take control of computer systems. This is down from 19% in 2001. Roy Hills, technical director, NTA Monitor said:"A third of companies we examined were guilty of bad security housekeeping, with unacceptably high levels of basic flaws found. Although corporates are clearly prioritising security vulnerabilities and addressing high profile issues this is at the expense of a much larger number of lower profile vulnerabilities which are being ignored. The net result is that corporate networks remain exposed to external attack. Companies seem to be getting complacent about lower-risk flaws that they previously had under control. In many cases these lesser profile vulnerabilities can leak valuable information to attackers which in combination with other vulnerabilities can prove dangerous."***Editor's Note*** *: The Audit examined data from over 600 Regular Monitor network perimeter security tests carried out by the company during 2002 and compared data from the previous five years up to 31 March 2003. A copy of the Fifth Annual NTA Monitor Security Audit report is available from the NTA Monitor web site at [www.nta-monitor.com](http://www.nta-monitor.com)*•**Recovering the concealed data that others fail to reach ---** Concealed data will pose fewer problems for information forensics investigators with the launch of the Deep Thought Partner Programme by Inforenz, the information forensics specialist. To meet the needs of corporate security investigators and other forensics professionals, the Partner Programme offers a dedicated supercomputing facility to crack passwords, recover encryption keys and conduct steganalysis (probing for hidden information in computer graphics) and recover data that has been accidentally or deliberately concealed. The Inforenz supercomputer, Deep Thought, is a parallel computing platform dedicated to performing data recovery tasks that would overwhelm other computers. Andy Clark, Director of Inforenz said:"By giving commercial organisations supercomputing power that they are unlikely to have in-house, the Deep Thought Partner Programme will increase their forensics investigation capabilities and enable them to tackle their most intractable data recovery problems with minimal disruption to their business critical activities."***Editor's Note:*** *Inforenz Limited is a computer forensics investigation company dedicated to helping law enforcement agencies and commercial organisations solve their most challenging information recovery problems, especially those involving password protection, encryption and steganography. Inforenz provides support services throughout or at the most difficult stages in computer forensics investigations. Further information from Andy Clark, Director, Inforenz Ltd. Email: <andy.clark@inforenz.ciom>*•**Combatting the insider threat ---** To combat the growing threat of theft of integral corporate information by employees (or 'Insiders'), Maxima Group has announced a new range of products and consulting services utilising "breakthrough" technology software --- a method straight from the USA's National Security Agency. Organizations spend millions of pounds on perimeter security to keep out intruders (e.g. Firewalls, Intrusion Detection Systems, and Access Controls). However, most have invested little on addressing the threat from the inside. The real 'jewel in the crown' of any organisation is its proprietary information and this is what 'insiders' target and exploit for their personal gain.The failure to electronically secure, restrict and monitor the transmission of critical data has been proven to cause financial loss, damage to market reputation and share value. In one instance, for example, Microsoft employee, Daniel Feussner, was charged in December 2002 after an FBI investigation found that he had perpetrated a US\$9m dollar software scam. A supposedly secure and valued employee, he abused Microsoft's internal purchasing system, obtaining millions of dollars worth of product and selling them 'on the street'. He was charged with 15 counts of wire, mail and computer fraud and faced a five year jail sentence. The threat from the insider can be as blatant as in the above example or can be more subtle and difficult to detect. The software tools that Maxima are now using enable the protection of the most critical corporate information in a way that all users across the organisation can relate to and use to locate abuse/misuse and other anomalies quicker than ever before. Two of the products that are being used are:• SilentRunner, a network security analysis tool, developed in conjunction with the National Security Agency in the USA. This was recently de-classified and is therefore available to organisations on a commercial basis. This system enables identification of security risks and network vulnerabilities by tracking all network communications activity and alerting management to any potential threats; and• SealedMedia, which solves the problem of securing and controlling access and transmission of data. This tool enables secure encryption of the most sensitive data and ensures that when such information is released, access rights (e.g. printing, saving, cutting, pasting, etc) can be controlled. This gives the author of a document the ability to give time-limited access to a recipient.***Editor's Note*** *: Maxima Group Plc is a global provider of total corporate and market protection. It now offers global solutions to corporations, governments and institutions ranging from computer security to corporate integrity, from Sovereign Debt Management to Kidnap & Ransom. Further information from: [www.maxima-group.com](http://www.maxima-group.com)*•**Sensitive computer files for your eyes only ---** Senior managers and IT staff can now take advantage of new file management software that protects confidential computer documents from access by unauthorised users. XenoFile, from Indicii Salus, protects the confidentiality and integrity of files created in Microsoft Office and stored on company networks. It integrates into Office menus and toolbars, combining security with secure archiving of documents. XenoFile verifies whether a user has the right to open a protected file and ensures unauthorised users cannot access sensitive content. Protected documents are automatically decrypted when opened by authorised users and encrypted when saved. Setting and amending authorisation rights is simple with XenoFile, giving administrators and management control over who can access sensitive files.Most companies store their intellectual property on computer files accessible by anyone on the corporate network. As Barclaycard recently discovered, this openness can lead to sensitive information being sent to competitors. In March 2003, Barclaycard won an industrial tribunal defending its right to sack an employee who sent derogatory email messages and emailed sensitive data to competitors.In some cases, passwords are used to protect sensitive files not meant for public access. However, passwords can be compromised in many ways --- from an educated guess to using free software that identifies other people's passwords. With UK businesses at risk through information security breaches, more robust security measures are essential for protecting intellectual property. Paran Chandrasekaran, CEO, Indicii Salus commented:"Alongside its people, a company's most valuable asset is its intellectual property. Whilst hard copy documents are locked away in cabinets for security, our electronic information receives virtually no protection whatsoever. Hacking attacks by external third parties are a serious problem but the more consistent threat to most companies lies on the inside from disgruntled or malicious employees."•**Latest web-based solution drives down information risk ---** Citicus has announced a new version of its web-based, automated risk management solution that enables organizations to monitor and drive down the risks posed by their IT systems. New functionality in Citicus ONE 1.2 includes the ability to identify, measure and track risk dependencies between different information resources and analyze the impact that they have on the business. Other new features include a benchmarking capability, which allows users to compare their information risk performance against other organizations.The product was developed with help from 15 of the world's 'top' companies including Motorola, Standard Bank of South Africa and ST Microelectronics, to help key decision makers fully analyze and understand information risk and to focus investment and resources where they are most needed. Based on the Information Security Forum's (ISF) well-proven FIRM (Fundamental Information Risk Management) methodology for managing information risk, Citicus ONE gathers data through scorecards that measure the risk status of business applications and e-commerce initiatives, computer installations, networks and systems development activities. The web-based software is compliant with the latest version of BS7799-Part 2 and can be installed on an organization's intranet or accessed as a managed service that is hosted by Citicus. Marco Kap, a Citicus Founder and Director said:"ISK research shows that an average business-critical information system will suffer an incident that could compromise confidentiality, integrity or availability every working day.But with increasingly integrated IT systems, a single failure can have serious knock-on effects. That is why the latest version of Citicus ONE now allows companies to understand and manage these risk dependencies for the first time."***Editor's Note*** *: Further information from [www.citicus.com](http://www.citicus.com)*•**Waveset introduces identity profile management solution to European market ---** Waveset Technologies, Inc., (WT) a provider of secure identity management solutions, has launched Waveset Lighthouse◐ Identity Broker in Europe. The solution, which is key a component of Waveset's identity management product line, is designed to help enterprises operate in real-time, ensuring that critical business applications have the accurate identity information necessary to execute key business transactions while protecting the privacy of customer, partner and employee data.Until now, says WT, the management of inherently distributed identity information, or profiles, has been a highly fragmented and error prone process, often involving multiple departments making manual information changes based on paper, verbal and email requests. In most cases, these processes fail to adhere to recommended safeguards against unauthorised or unlawful access to personal data. This has contributed to a growing identity theft problem that the British Government estimates costs the UK a minimum of \$1.2 billion a year.Identity Broker is an important component of Waveset's Lighthouse identity management suite, which also provides provisioning management, password management and audit and reporting capabilities. The solution automates the process of updating and synchronising personal data across the enterprise, helping businesses to establish an accurate and consistent record of individuals, while limiting the exposure of sensitive private data to unauthorised people. As a result WT argues, businesses benefit from the protection of customer privacy, lower cost of operations, enhanced quality of service and improved business processes.***Editor's Note*** *: The Waveset Lighthouse Identity Broker is available now and priced on a per user basis. More information can be found at [www.waveset.com](http://www.waveset.com) or by calling +44 (0) 7775 692381 in the UK.*

United States
=============

Peer-2-Peer networking software repels copyright infringement claims
--------------------------------------------------------------------

**Metro-Goldwin-Mayer Studios, Inc v Grokster, Limited** (No. 01-08541 C.D.Cal. 25 April 2003)

In an important ruling, the District Court for the Central District of California has ruled that the distribution of the software that enabled users to exchange digital media via a Peer-2-Peer transfer network did not amount to contributory or vicarious infringements of copyright under title 17 U.S.C. --- the Copyright Act 1976. In this case the plaintiffs were organizations in the motion picture and music recording industries bringing an action against defendants Grokster and Others for distributing free software which users could download without charge. Although novel in important respects defendants' software operated in a manner conceptually analogous to the Napster system --- the focus of attention in **A&N Records Inc v Napster Inc.** (114 F.Supp. 2d 896 N.D.Cl. 2000). In both cases software could be transferred to the user's computer or "downloaded" from servers operated by the defendants. Once installed the user could elect to "share" certain files located on the user's computer, including, for instance music files, video files, software applications, e-books and text files. When launched on the user's computer the software would automatically connect to a Peer-2-Peer network (FastTrack in Grokster's case) making any shared files available for transfer to any other user currently connected to the same Peer-2-Peer network. The defendants' software provided a range of means through which a user might search through the respective pool of shared files. This would lead to a user picking on a specific listing to initiate a direct transfer of the file. Multiple transfers ("uploads") or some other users ("downloads") could occur simultaneously to and from a single user's computer. The software included facilities for organising, viewing and playing media files and for communicating with other users.

The plaintiffs sought injunctive relief and summary judgment for contributory and vicarious infringement. To establish a prima facie case of copyright infringement, the plaintiffs must show first, copyright ownership of the allegedly infringing material and, secondly, unauthorized copying of the work --- that is the original. The third point was undisputed, as was the fact that at least some of the individuals who used the defendants' software were engaged in direct copyright infringement of the plaintiffs' copyrighted works. The Court was satisfied that the plaintiffs had established direct infringement of their copyrighted works by some end users of the defendants' software.

With regard to contributory infringement, liability arose if:

"with knowledge of the infringing activity, (he/she) induces, causes or materially contributes to the infringing conduct of another". (**Napster** 239 F. 3d at 1019)."

With regard to the question of knowledge, the court found that it was undisputed that the defendants were generally aware that many of their users employed their software to infringe copyrighted works. The question, however, was whether actual knowledge of specific infringement accrued at a time when the defendants materially contributed to it and could therefore do something about it. In other words, aside from distributing software, did the defendants actively facilitate or could they have done anything to stop their users infringing activity? The plaintiffs argued that the defendants like Napster did much to facilitate the actual exchange of copyrighted files and thus materially contributed to the infringement. In the Court's view the plaintiffs appeared reluctant to acknowledge a "seminal distinction" between the defendants and Napster in that neither defendant provided the "site and facilities" for direct infringement. Neither did they exchange files between users in a way that Napster did. Users connected to the respective networks, selected which files to share, sent and received searches, and downloaded files, all with no material involvement of the defendants. If either defendant closed their doors and deactivated all computers within their control, users of their products could continue sharing files with little or no interruption.

In contrast said the court:

"Napster indexed the files contained on each user's computer and each and every search request passed through Napster's servers. Napster provided the 'site and facilities' for the alleged infringements, affording it perfect knowledge and complete control over the infringing activity of its users. If Napster deactivated its computers, users would no longer be able to share files through the Napster network."

The Court found that the evidence of contributory infringement cited by the plaintiffs with respect to the defendants was not material. The defendants had undertaken efforts to avoid assisting users who sought to use their software for improper purposes. Any technical assistance, however incidental the services offered, was not "material" to the alleged infringement. What took place was routine and non-specific in nature and, in most cases, related to use of other companies' software (for example, third-party media player software). In the Court's view the only "technical assistance" which would bear on the analysis would be that which suggested that the defendants some how facilitated or contributed to the actual exchange of files. The plaintiffs had cited no such evidence.

The other major issue related to vicarious infringement. This doctrine extends liability for copyright infringement to:

"cases in which a defendant 'has a right and ability to supervise the infringing activity and also has a direct financial interest in such activities' (**Napster** 239 F.3d at 1022)."

In contrast to contributory infringement one could be liable for vicarious infringement without knowledge of the infringement (Adobe Systems 173 F.Supp. 2d at 1049). On the first point the court concluded that the defendants did derive financial benefit from the infringement. Although the software was free, the defendants derived substantial revenue from advertising. On the second point --- supervision of the infringing conduct --- the defendants argued that they could not police what was being traded in the same way as Napster could. The plaintiffs contended that the software itself could be altered to prevent users from sharing copyrighted files. The plaintiffs pointed to the fact that Napster was obligated to exercise its "right to police" to the fullest extent, which included implementing new client software filtering mechanisms (Napster 239 F.3d at 1023--24). The plaintiffs contended that the defendants could, with relative ease, employ emerging "digital finger printing" technology that could block out a substantial percentage of copyrighted songs. The defendants disputed the feasibility and efficacy of these remedies. In the court's view the infringement in Napster took place across an "integrated service" designed and operated by Napster. Napster possessed the ability to monitor and control its network, and routinely exercise its ability to exclude particular users from it. In a virtual sense said the court:"the 'premises' of the infringement were the Napster network itself, and Napster has a duty to exercise its reserved right and ability to police those premises to the fullest extent possible". This was not the case here. In this instance the defendants provided software that communicated across networks that were entirely outside the defendants' control. There was no admissible evidence before the court to indicate the defendants had the ability to supervise and control the infringing conduct, all of which occurred after the product had been passed to end users. The doctrine of vicarious liability did not contemplate liability based upon the fact that a product could be made such that it was less susceptible to unlawful use, where no control over the user of the product existed. Accordingly, there were no genuine issues of fact material to the claim and summary judgement was appropriate. In concluding, the Court declared that it was not blind to the possibility that the defendants might have intentionally structured their businesses so as to avoid secondary liability for copyright infringement, "while benefiting financially from the illicit draw of their wares". The court was reluctant to expand existing copyright law beyond its "well drawn boundaries" to deal with this point. If such action was needed additional legislative guidance should be counselled.

Personal jurisdiction established in website dispute
----------------------------------------------------

**System Designs, Inc v New CustomWare Co Inc** (2:01-CV-00770PGC C.D. Utah 5 March 2003)

The US Court for the Central District of Utah has ruled that sufficient contacts existed with the state of Utah to establish personal jurisdiction in the case of a website- [www.customware.com](http://www.customware.com) --- that allegedly infringed plaintiff's trademark rights. Since 1978, the plaintiff --- System Designs --- owned and used the registered trademark of "New Space CustomWare" for use with its computer software. The plaintiff was a Utah company with computer software applications serving pay roll administration, accounting applications, inventory management and work load management. System maintained a website advertising its software. The defendants New CustomWare Co Inc provided training, consulting and mentoring services to companies focusing specifically on Java web service technology and used the New CustomWare mark in connection with its services. It was essentially a "virtual" company with the primary asset consisting of the trainers employed by the defendant to travel around the United States and teach the classes requested by the New CustomWare clients. The defendant had neither a manufacturing plant nor any "bricks and mortar" facility housing its products. Its trainers resided throughout the United States. The defendant never taught a class in Utah nor did any of their trainers reside in Utah. Between June and November 2001 the defendant placed advertisements in Java Developers Journal (JDJ) advertising its services and including the New CustomWare mark. During this period more than 100 000 individuals per month subscribed to JDJ throughout the United States. 966 copies of this publication were sold in Utah.

In October 2001, after 'cease and desist' correspondence, System filed a complaint alleging trademark infringement and federal and state unfair competition claims. The plaintiff sought preliminary and permanent injunctions, declaratory judgment and damages. The defendant counter claimed alleging that the trademark had become generic and seeking cancellation of it. The defendant filed a motion to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction. The plaintiff bore the burden of establishing personal jurisdiction over a non resident defendant. This existed where the latter purposefully established sufficient minimum contacts with the forum state, the valuation of which required a three part enquiry. First, the defendant's acts or contacts must implicate Utah under the Utah long-arm statute; secondly, a nexus must exist between the plaintiff's claims and the defendant's acts or contacts; and thirdly, the application of the Utah long-arm statute must satisfy the requirements of federal due process.

With regard to the first part of the due process test, the issue was whether the defendant had sufficient minimum contacts within the forum state. After reviewing the case law the court indicated that a strong argument could be made for finding the defendant subject to personal jurisdiction in Utah based on alleged infringement alone. Trademarks were registered in a national database accessible to anyone. By registering a trademark within this database an owner of a mark put the world on notice --- literally --- that they had the rights to that mark. Not only did this establish a constructive notice as to the right to use the mark, it also established a constructive notice as to where the mark was registered. Therefore:

"to avoid suiting Utah, New CustomWare needed only to look up the CustomWare mark before it chose to adopt it for its company name. A search would have quickly revealed that CustomWare was a registered Utah trademark, thereby warning New CustomWare it might be subject to suiting Utah if it chose to use that mark."

Following the Supreme Court decision **Calder v Jones** (465 U.S. 783 (1983)) jurisdiction may attach if the defendant's conduct was aimed at or had an effect in the forum state. It was the court's view that jurisdiction for the alleged trademark infringements was proper in Utah under the "effects" test alone. The nature of the website and New CustomWare's activities demonstrated that this website was intended to reach potential customs of System in Utah, not just California. Third parties could enter contracts, register and pay for classes online, or call an 800 number to reach New CustomWare. Several courts had found that a defendant's solicitation of business in the forum could, on its own, form the basis for jurisdiction. By listing companies with a large Utah presence:

"at this stage in the proceedings the court must conclude that New CustomWare expressly aimed its actions at the Utah market with its website and sought business from customers here."

The court held that jurisdiction in this case need not, however, rest on the trademark infringement alone. Other factors bolstered the conclusion that jurisdiction was proper in Utah. Foremost among these was New CustomWare's website. Evaluating personal jurisdiction in "Internet cases" ultimately came down to a "particularized enquiry" of the facts surrounding the website and the actions that the defendants took relating to the trademark infringement. The question was what is the nature of the interactivity over the web in terms not merely of the quantity but the quality of the contact. Far from avoiding connections with Utah, the defendant's own actions in offering registering and design of training classes through their website, then including a list of major clients with Utah connections:

"demonstrates they purposefully directed their contact towards Utah. Taken in combination with the alleged trademark infringement, the website thus provides an additional basis for jurisdiction."

Further evidence arose in relation to the placement of an advertisement in a nationally distributed trade magazine in which it was undisputed that several hundred copies of the periodical in question were sold in Utah. Once the minimum contacts test was established, the court must still consider whether the exercise of personal jurisdiction offended traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice. The court concluded, having examined these factors, that the exercise of jurisdiction in this case was reasonable. The defendant's burden was a factor only if the inconvenience to it was so great as to constitute a deprivation of due process. It did not appear to the court that the inconvenience approached that level. Utah had a sufficient interest in resolving disputes regarding the trademark use by a Utah company. Moreover, that Utah company had a significant interest in receiving convenient and effective relief in its home state. The requirements of the Utah long-arm statute --- nexus and doing business within the state --- had been met by Systems' allegations. The court therefore denied the defendant's motion to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction.

Virginia Court finds lack of personal jurisdiction in cyber squatting dispute
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Jerry L. Falwell v Gary Cohn and God.Info** (No. 6:02CV 00040 US DC W.D. Va 4 March 2003)

The US District Court for the Western District of Virginia (Lynchburg Division) has ruled that it lacked jurisdiction over a defendant in a case concerning allegations of libel, trademark violation, unfair competition and cyber squatting. The plaintiff Jerry Falwell was a resident and domiciliary of Lynchburg, Virginia and a well-known public figure due to assorted business and religious activities. For several decades Reverend Falwell had used "Jerry Falwell" his given name, for various commercial and philanthropic purposes. He operated a web site with the domain name 'falwell.com'. The defendant, Gary William Cohn, was a resident of Illinois and defendant 'God.Info' was a fictitious name that Cohn listed as the administrative contact when he registered the domain name 'jerryfallwell.com'. Cohn maintained a web site bearing the domain names 'jerryfalwell.com' and 'jerryfallwell.com'. The web site was dedicated to assorted anti-Falwell material including cartoons, photographs, and written information. Cohn registered the domain name 'jerryfallwell.com' in 1999. In 2001, Cohn bought the domain name 'jerryfalwell.com' from another individual. These domain names were originally registered with Revising, Inc in Virginia.

Prior to the filing of this suit the defendant transferred the registrations for the domain names to other registrars in Redmond, Washington and Baltimore, Maryland. The defendant had never lived in Virginia, did not own property there or conduct business in that state. The content of the web site at issue was stored on a server in Illinois. The plaintiff sued raising trademark claims that sought to ban the use of the name "Falwell" on the web site, while alleging a variety of Virginia torts relating to allegations of trademark infringement and defamation.

In considering the issue, the court indicated that a federal court could exercise personal jurisdiction over a defendant in the manner provided by the forum state's law, which in this case authorized personal jurisdiction to the extent permitted by the due process clause of the 14th Amendment of the Constitution. A court therefore had to assess whether the party had sufficient minimum contacts with \[the forum\] such that the maintenance of the suit did not offend 'traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice.

In the court's view, although the phenomenon of the Internet remained young:

"courts in this circuit have had ample opportunity to apply the personal jurisdiction requirements in the electronic context."

In **Young v New Haven Advocate** (315 F.3d 256 (2002)) for example, the Fourth Circuit held that a district court in Virginia did not have personal jurisdiction over two Connecticut newspapers in a defamation suit regarding material posted on the newspapers' web sites. The material allegedly defamed the warden at a Virginia prison where Connecticut prisoners were held. In that case the defendants had not manifested an intent to aim their web sites or the posted articles at a Virginia audience. In the court's view, much of the same was true in this case. The defendant's web site was not aimed at a Virginia audience. Instead, it addressed the national audience discussing the plaintiff's reaction to September 11, 2001 attacks and President Bush's 'Faith-Based Initiative'. The defendant's site did not discuss anything specifically relating to Virginia. There is nothing on the defendant's web site to demonstrate a manifest intent to expressly target a Virginia audience. Accordingly, the court lacked personal jurisdiction over the defendant in this case.

Other law suits in brief
------------------------

•**Libel suit against eBay dismissed**Roger M. Grace v Tim Neeley (No. BC 288836-Sc Ca Los Angeles 28 April 2003) The Superior Court of California (Los Angeles) has dismissed a libel suit against the auction site eBay following negative comment about the plaintiff by defendant Neeley who regularly offered Hollywood memorabilia for sale through eBay. The plaintiff sued eBay for libel based on its publication of Neeley's charge. The court agreed with eBay's demurrer for the first cause of action for libel on the ground that eBay was immune under 47 U.S.C. s 230 --- a provision of the Federal Communications Decency Act (and the Telecommunications Act) of 1996. This states that:"no provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by another information content provider."eBay permitted users to buy and sell merchandise through its web site and permitted the posting of "feedback" concerning the transactions and other users. eBay was thus "an interactive computer service" within the definition of the legislation. The court denied the plaintiff's request for leave to amend to mount a federal constitutional challenge to section 230.•**Court upholds wide construction in e-commerce patent claimNetwork Commerce Inc. v Microsoft Corp** (No. C01-1991P (W.D. Wash., 10 March 2003)The District Court for the Western District of Washington has upheld a broad construction of the claims advanced in an e-commerce patent, rejecting Microsoft's argument that the expression "electronic commerce" should be limited to the "purchase and download" of electronic data over an electronic network. The plaintiffs had argued that the expression should include any commercial activity conducted by means of a computer through a network. In the court's view:"Microsoft's interpretation would not only be contrary to the ordinary meaning of the phrase, it would also improperly import a limitation from the specification. Electronic commerce is a commercial activity --- including, for example, licensing and purchasing transactions --- conducted over an electronic network such as the Internet. This interpretation is consistent with the ordinary meaning of the phrase and is supported by the specification."The court also ruled on other expressions in the claims adopting the plaintiffs' proposed construction in most instances.•**Injunction forbids software developer accessing website of American AirlinesAmerican Airlines, Inc. v Farechase, Inc.**(No. 067-194022-02 67 D.C. Tarrant County, Texas 8 March 2003) A District Court in Texas has issued a temporary injunction against a defendant software developer forbidding it from accessing American Airlines 'AA.com' website, because it allegedly violated the terms and conditions of use of that site. The court found that Farechase Inc had, without American Airlines consent, obtained and copied flight schedules, seat availability and fare content from AA.com, including American's "web fares" which were lower priced fares available on a restricted basis and not generally available for commercial distribution purposes. In addition, Farechase employees regularly accessed and interacted with AA.com to further its commercial purposes, including monitoring AA.com while updating and quality checking the Farechase software.American Airlines alleged that the defendants conduct interfered with its computer network and system and resorted in a use and loss of its system capacity and of customer goodwill. The plaintiffs alleged that attempts to block unauthorized users of Farechase software from accessing AA.com had been circumvented by the defendants "masking" feature by which the software disguised its identity so that American Airlines were unable to determine who was gaining access without authorization. The court found a probable right of recovery against Farechase and a temporary injunction was entered prior to trial.

Privacy group announces 2003 privacy threat index
-------------------------------------------------

The Washington-based Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC) has announced that it is establishing a new Privacy Threat Index to track the growing threat to privacy resulting from the expansion of government surveillance. EPIC said it would follow the color-coded scheme established for the Homeland Security Advisory System by the Department of Homeland Security for the EPIC Privacy Threat Index. The rankings from green, blue, and yellow to orange and red signal Low Condition, Guarded, Elevated, High and Severe. Based on developments during the past year, EPIC assessed the current level as Yellow. Among the factors cited included:

•Expanded use of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, which permits the government to conduct surveillance without the general safeguards required by the Fourth Amendment;•The decision of the FBI to relax the legally mandated accuracy requirement for the National Crime Information Center, the nation's largest criminal justice database;•Increased funding for surveillance systems, including immigration control and video surveillance;•Possible consideration of the Domestic Security Enhancement Act, dubbed by some as "Patriot II", that would further expand government surveillance authority;•Required use of biometric identifiers for routine identification documents without associated privacy protection to assure personal information will not be misused;•Ongoing efforts by the FBI to extend the application of the Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act, which requires the development of wiretap friendly communications services, to Internet telephony.

At the same time, EPIC noted that there were some hopeful signs:

•The United States has so far rejected the development of a mandatory national ID card;•The proposal for the establishment of Total Information Awareness research program has been suspended by Congress pending an investigation;•The passenger profiling system, CAPPS II, is under increased scrutiny. EPIC publishes an annual survey on privacy laws and developments around the world. The EPIC 2002 Privacy and Human Rights survey reported on developments in more than sixty countries. The 2003 report will be released later this year and will incorporate the Privacy Threat Index. EPIC Executive Director Marc Rotenberg, *Report Correspondent* to CLSR, said it would become increasingly important to compare surveillance activity over time:

"We will use the Privacy Threat Index to assess developments in the United States and to compare activities in countries around the world."

***Editor's Note*** *: The Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC) <http://www.epic.org/> is a public interest research center in Washington, D.C. It was established in 1994 to focus public attention on emerging civil liberties issues and to protect privacy, freedom of expression and constitutional values. EPIC pursues a wide range of activities, including policy research, public education, conferences, litigation, publications, and advocacy.*

New York man pleads guilty in first D.C. case charging music piracy
-------------------------------------------------------------------

A New York man has pleaded guilty before a United States District Judge to a one-count Indictment charging Criminal Copyright Infringement in connection with his sales of "pirated" music compact disks (CDs) advertised on an Internet web site operated by the accused --- Alvin Davis. This is the first such prosecution in the District of Columbia. Davis faces a statutory penalty of up to five years imprisonment, a fine of \$250 000.00, a 3-year term of supervised release, and order of restitution. Under the US Sentencing Guidelines, Davis faces a term of imprisonment of 2 to 8 months in jail. Sentencing is scheduled for July 2003.

In announcing the guilty plea, US Attorney Howard said:

"Mr. Davis believed that the Internet provided a quick and risk-free way to profit off the work of others. Today's guilty plea sends a strong message to anyone involved in piracy that we will aggressively pursue and prosecute persons who steal the intellectual property of others."

According to information presented to the Court, from approximately July 20, 2000, through October 3, 2002, Davis operated the website [www.empirerecords.com](http://www.empirerecords.com), which offered for sale over 100 music compilations of Rap and Rhythm and Blues (R&B) artists on Compact Disks (CDs) and cassette tapes. Davis was the owner and operator of the web site.

In July 2002, an FBI Special Agent, acting in an undercover capacity, purchased over 200 CDs, respectively, from Davis, through Empire Records. These CDs were shipped from New York to the District of Columbia, via Priority Mail and Federal Express. The CDs purchased were "pirate" compilations, that is, works by various artists and songs by individual artists that have never appeared on a legitimately released album. Many of the sound recordings contained on these CDs were the copyrighted property of certain record companies that had the exclusive rights to manufacture, distribute, and prepare derivative works of those sound recordings. Neither Alvin Davis, Alvin Davis doing business as Empire Records, nor any of the DJs referenced on the covers of the CDs, was licensed to reproduce or distribute phonorecords embodying the sound recording purchased by the FBI Agent. The CDs sold for the retail price of \$15.50 per unit, equating to \$3 329.50.

FTC asks court to block deceptive spam operation
------------------------------------------------

The Federal Trade Commission has asked a US District court judge to block an allegedly illegal spam operation that uses deceptively bland subject lines, false return addresses, and empty "reply-to" links to expose unsuspecting consumers, including children, to sexually explicit material. The agency alleges that Brian Westby used the spam in an attempt to drive business to an adult Web site, "Married But Lonely." The FTC asked the court to order a halt to the deceptive spam, pending trial. It will seek a permanent injunction at trial.

According to the FTC complaint, the defendant sent spam with subject lines that would disguise the contents of the email. For example, subject lines have included "Did you hear the news?" and "New movie info." When consumers opened the email messages, they were immediately subjected to sexually explicit solicitations to visit the defendant's adult-oriented Web sites. Because of the deceptive subject lines, consumers had no reason to expect to see such material, the FTC alleges. In some cases, consumers may have opened the emails in their offices, in violation of company policies. In other cases, children may have been exposed to inappropriate adult-oriented material. The defendant's spam provides a hyperlink or an email address for consumers who wish to "unsubscribe" or stop receiving email in the future. According to the FTC, when consumers used the hyperlink or email address in an attempt to get off the mailing list, they received an error message --- they could not unsubscribe.

***Editor's Note*** *: Copies of the complaint are available from the FTC's Web site at <http://www.ftc.gov>*

FTC and FDA crack down on Internet marketers of bogus SARS prevention products
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Federal Trade Commission and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) are warning Web site operators who suggest that their products will protect against, treat, or even cure Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) that they are aware of no scientific proof for such claims and that the Web site operators must remove any misleading or deceptive claims from the Internet. A co-ordinated Internet "surf" found 48 sites touting a wide variety of SARS treatment or prevention products. The FTC also retrieved seven promotions for SARS products from its spam database. The two agencies sent warnings to Web site operators and email solicitors, cautioning that it is against the law to make claims about SARS protection or treatment, or any other health benefit, without rigorous scientific support. The FTC and FDA staff will follow up by revisiting the targeted sites to determine whether the Web site operators have deleted or revised unproven claims.

***Editor's Note*** *: For more information from the federal government about treatments for SARS or protection from terrorism threats and public health preparedness, see [www.consumer.gov](http://www.consumer.gov). or [www.fda.gov](http://www.fda.gov).*

Microsoft forced to make competition cheaper and easier for rivals
------------------------------------------------------------------

As part of the anti-trust settlement with the US Government, Microsoft is to loosen the terms on which it licenses its server software to rivals. The announcement comes after months of negotiations between Microsoft and the US Justice Department, which is expected to continue. It has also been announced that the non-disclosure agreements that Microsoft had previously imposed on licensees will be abolished.

Deborah Lincoln, a partner at Davenport Lyons specialising in Intellectual Property, said:

"Although we have yet to see the precise terms of the revised licences, it seems clear that the revisions, together with the abolition of the non-disclosure agreements, will make it both technically easier and cheaper for other software providers to offer products that interact with Microsoft's Windows PC operating systems. This obviously represents another step along the road towards increased competition for Microsoft, in furtherance of the aims of the judgement in the US antitrust suit, last year."

***Editor's Note*** *: Further information from Deborah Lincoln, Partner, Davenport Lyons*

*<http://www.davenportlyons.com/index.htm>*

Other news in brief
===================

Statutory amendment to German law against unfair competition proposed
---------------------------------------------------------------------

After the abandonment, in July 2001, of the Act on Discounts and the Regulation governing Free Gifts in the framework of a reform of the competition law, a draft amendment Law of Unfair Competition (Gesetz gegen den unlauteren Wettbewerb, UWG) was finally presented by the Government on 7 May 2003 ([www.bmj.bund.de](http://www.bmj.bund.de)). Because the present regulations are deemed not up-to-date and too restrictive in several parts compared to international standards, the amendment is intended to lead to an extensive liberalization of the competition law as well as to harmonization of fair competition at the European Community level. In the forefront of the revision of the UWG, an Unfair Competition Working Group has been established, composed of jurisprudence and practice experts, representatives of the central associations of industry, trade, consumers and trade unions. The Working Group is assigned to watch the impacts and developments of the abandonment of the Act on Discounts and the Regulation governing Free Gifts to the market, as well as to create a framework for the reform of European law of fair competition and modernization of the UWG in compliance with European regulations. Two expert opinions on these issues served as the basis for the reform of the UWG.

Materially, the reform contains the following key aspects: The comprehensive clause in the present section 1 will remain as new section 3 ("ban of unfair competition") and will be supplemented by a non-closing catalogue of examples for particular cases (section 4), which will include groups of cases established by prevailing case law as well as current problems (such as the issue of sales promotions via fax or email). The ban on special events will be cancelled without substitution, as well as the regulations governing closing out sales and anniversary sales which will cease to exist. Generally, the assumption applies that it is misleading to promote a price reduction if the original price was not demanded within an adequate range of time. Under certain circumstances the parties are given access to the profits in order to guarantee that unfair competition is not beneficial.

The new regulations on misleading promotions combine the existing regulations while expanding them into the omnibus clause governing price promotion and clearance sales. The regulation dealing with comparative promotions, the statutory periods of limitation concerning claims of injunctive relief and for damages, as well as the regulations concerning progressive canvassing and the protection of trade and company secrets will be kept up. With regard to the range of penalties, the regulations will be restructured. According to the new system, different claims will be designated in the regulations in each case and the rightful claimants named. The central bases of claims --- sections 8 and 9 (negligence and damages respectively) are easily located and straightforward to understand.

**Dr. Tanja Wolber**, Latham & Watkins, Frankfurt; Email: <tanja.wolber@lw.com>

Age ratings for computer games introduced in Germany
----------------------------------------------------

On April 1, 2003 a new German Act on the Protection of the Youth (Jugendschutzgesetz, JuSchG) came into force, which will particularly affect producers of computer games. The Act unifies the German youth protection law, which previously was split into the Act on the Protection of the Youth in the Public (Gesetz zum Schutz der Jugend in der öffentlichkeit, JöSchG) and the Act on the Dissemination of Papers and Media Content Endangering the Youth (Gesetz über die Verbreitung jugendgefährdender Schriften und Medieninhalte, GjS). At the same time the Federal States' Treaty on Media Protection of the Youth (Jugendmedienschutz-Staatsvertrag, JMStV) has come into force. Both regulations are meant to meet the changed reality in the digital age and especially enforce the protection of children and young persons.

The Act on the Protection of the Youth applies to media containing text, images or sound on tangible media. In essence, it consists of the provisions of the JöSchG and the GjS and contains various modifications in detail. However, the most important introduction is that, in future, computer games also have to be marked with an age rating. Without such mark the distance selling of games is impermissible. Generally, computer games may only be made accessible to children and young persons if they have been approved for their age. The age rating has to be indicated on the data carrier and the cover with a clearly visible mark. The requirement of age-related approval also applies to computer games located in public areas. Consequently, it also pertains to demo displays in shops meant for trying out games. Thus computer games will be subject to a similar approval system as applies to movies. The games are reviewed by an organization called Entertainment Software Self Control (Unterhaltungssoftware Selbstkontrolle, USK).

The ultimate marking will be done by the supreme youth authorities of the federal states, based on the recommendation of the USK. The Act does not contain any transitional provisions so the above-mentioned requirements had to be met as of April 1, 2003. The USK has already been assigning age ratings for computer games on a voluntary basis since 1994. These age ratings will be accepted by the supreme youth authorities as ratings in the sense of the new Act on the Protection of the Youth. Games without such rating may not be accessible to children and minors or offered outside shops or by distance selling as of April 1, 2003. An infringement may be prosecuted as an administrative offence or possibly even as a felony.

As a reaction to an event which occurred at a school in Erfurt, Thuringia about a year ago there were plans to further tighten the new law. However, in April 2003, the German Bundestag rejected such plans so that the German youth protection law will be left at where it is present

Contrary to the Act on the Protection of the Youth, the Federal States' Treaty on Media Protection of the Youth addresses broadcast and online services. It contains a list of illegal content like pornographic content or content violating human dignity. Apart from this, providers of services which could impair the development of children and young persons are obliged to ensure that children and young persons of the relevant ages do not accept them. The Treaty assumes such a detrimental effect in case of services which are not approved for the respective age according to Act on the Protection of the Youth. The service provider can meet his obligations by using technical means, such as filtering programs, or by offering the services at times during which children and young persons usually do not perceive them.

**Thies Deike,** Latham & Watkins, Frankfurt, Email: thies.deike\@lw.com.

***Editor's Note*** *: See further: [www.bmfsfj.de/Anlage22804/Jugendschutzgesetz_JuSchG.pdf](http://www.bmfsfj.de/anlage22804/jugendschutzgesetz_juschg.pdf) and [www.aktion-fuer-jugendschutz.de/downloads/JMStV.pdf](http://www.aktion-fuer-jugendschutz.de/downloads/jmstv.pdf)*

New German copyright law delayed
--------------------------------

On April 11, 2003 the German Bundestag passed the *Law on Copyright in the Information Society*. It is mainly based on the European Copyright Directive, which had to be implemented by December 22, 2002. However, the Federal Council (Bundesrat) has blocked the law in its sitting of May 23, 2003 by appealing to the Mediation Committee (Vermittlungsausschuss). Therefore it cannot be determined at the moment when the legislative proceeding will be accomplished.

In particular, the new § 52a of the Copyright Act (Urheberrechtsgesetz, UrhG) has raised substantial criticism. Associations of publishers and book stores have opposed this provision, primarily because it is not required by the Directive. § 52a UrhG permits parts of copyrighted works to be available to the public, e.g., in an electronic network, for the purpose of education and research without the rightholder's consent. Specialist publishers are afraid that this could lead to the loss of their primary market.

Due to the pressure applied by the associations, the provision was mitigated in the course of the legislative process and rephrased to limit its scope. In a final step, the legal committee of the Bundestag has limited its applicability until December 31, 2006. According to the explanatory statement of the Committee's recommendation, this is meant to meet the scientific publishers' fear of intolerable adverse effects caused by the new provision.

The Directive and the law aim at meeting the changed demands of the protection of intellectual property in the age of digital information. Apart from § 52a UrhG, another important introduction is the codification in the law of technical measures for the protection of works against unauthorized use, like copy protection mechanisms. Such technical measures may not be circumvented without the rightholder's consent. However, works protected in this way, like copy protected CDs, have to be clearly marked. At the same time, the law obliges the rightholder to provide means to enable the use of his copyright protected works in cases where their use is permissible by law without the rightholder's consent. However, the legislator has excepted one case from this obligation, which is of particular importance in practice, i.e., the right to reproduction for private use which, in connection with downloads of music and movies on the Internet, is highly controversial. This means that, although private copies are permissible, the rightholder is allowed to prevent them by using technical measures.

The law deliberately does not contain any final provision on the permissibility of private copies or on electronic press clippings. For this reason, the draft law has been exposed to severe criticism from the beginning, based on the considerable legal uncertainty in these areas --- especially in connection with digital ways of use. However, the Federal Supreme Court has declared electronic press clippings permissible in principle, provided that their function and potential use substantially corresponds with conventional press clippings. Amongst others, the appeal to the Mediation Committee by the Federal Council aims at including a provision in the law that private copies are only permissible if made from a legitimate original and that digital copies may not be made by third persons.

The law resolved by the Bundestag would mean the second profound amendment of German copyright law in quick succession following the equally disputed amendment of copyright contract law last summer. Yet another reform has already been announced but without any timeframe. In this next step, the legal issues currently excepted will be discussed with all interested parties without the time pressure that accompanies the implementation of the directive.

**Thies Deike**, Latham & Watkins, Frankfurt; email: thies.deike\@lw.com

***Editor's Note:*** *Further information from: [www.parlamentsspiegel.de/tiffprint/275761053689025.pdf](http://www.parlamentsspiegel.de/tiffprint/275761053689025.pdf)*

China and Egypt join WTO's Information Technology Agreement
-----------------------------------------------------------

The Committee of Participants on the Expansion of Trade in Information Technology Products of the World Trade Organisation (WTO) has approved the participation of China and Egypt, which become the 58th and the 59th members of the WTO's Information Technology Agreement (ITA). The other ITA participants are: Albania; Australia; Bulgaria; Canada; Costa Rica; Croatia; Cyprus; Czech Republic; El Salvador; Estonia; European Communities (the EC schedule comprises the commitments of the 15 member states); Hong Kong, China; Iceland; India; Indonesia; Israel; Japan; Jordan; Korea; Kyrgyz Republic; Latvia; Macao, China; Malaysia; Mauritius; Moldova; New Zealand; Norway; Oman; Panama; Philippines; Poland; Singapore; Slovak Republic; Slovenia; Switzerland (on behalf of the customs union Switzerland and Liechtenstein); Chinese Taipei; Thailand; Turkey; and the United States.

The WTO believes that this agreement is:

"helping to push the information technology revolution forward. Beginning in 2000, most of the world trade in information technology products (worth \$828 billion in 2001 for office and telecom equipment, a large part of which are IT products) became completely free of tariffs under ITA. Participation in the ITA means that the country must eliminate tariffs and all other duties and charges on covered IT imports from all WTO members."

***Editor's Note*** *: From the 29 participants that negotiated the ITA during WTO's First Ministerial Conference in Singapore in December 1996, membership has now risen to 59 that account for 95% of world trade in IT products.*

OECD study urges governments to maintain competition rules as telecoms sector restructures
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Confidence is slowly returning to the telecommunications sector after the "boom and bust" years of the 1990s. Although the necessary restructuring now underway in the industry is painful, a new OECD study says that governments and regulators should resist the temptation to provide relief to companies by easing competition requirements or by providing financial help.

The study, *After the Telecommunications Bubble*, reports that the current state of the industry in OECD countries does not justify a major shift in telecommunications regulatory policy as a way of encouraging new investment. Indeed, competition is still hampered in some market segments, particularly high-speed Internet access, which deprives consumers and businesses of some of the benefits of technological innovation.

The OECD study adds that the slow return of confidence is being aided by the efforts of companies to strengthen their balance sheets and to renegotiate their debts. The impact of such restructuring on the overall economy of a country is small as the weight of the sector is, in general, relatively limited at between 2 and 4% of gross domestic product. While the effect on equipment suppliers and technology firms has been severe, adjustment in the sector is largely now complete. With robust demand from consumers and businesses, the telecommunications services and equipment sectors should return to steady growth once financial restructuring is completed.

The OECD paper also says that the price at which European Union governments auctioned third generation UMTS mobile telephony licences (about 100 billion altogether) was only one of several factors contributing to the current financial pressure on firms. Recognising that the prices obtained at the later auctions were far lower than those achieved at the first licence sales in Germany and Britain, the study recommends that care should be taken in designing auctions so that they achieve their primary goal of opening markets to competition.

The study also suggests allowing the spectrum of frequencies allocated for UMTS to be resold by operators as a way of opening up the market to new entrants. But the study urges caution. Changing the rules over secondary market trading after allocating rights could be seen as providing the equivalent of a government subsidy as those rights could become more valuable than the prices set at the auctions.

***Editor's Note*** *: After the Telecommunications Bubble, will appear as a special chapter in the OECD's forthcoming Economic Outlook No.73, see: [www.oecd.org](http://www.oecd.org).*

ITU sets new standards for interactive TV providers and fibre optics
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) has announced the approval of a new standard that allows content providers to roll out value-added interactive TV (iTV) services to any network without modification. iTV allows viewers of a football match for example, to display data on a player while a match is in progress. Previously, proprietary or country-specific standards forced content providers to develop different product versions for each market. The standard means that content providers can develop interactive material for programmes that can then be distributed worldwide without extra labour or cost. It means the content will stay true to the author's design in all markets --- a key concern for advertisers. Content providers will also find that it removes barriers to entry and reduces risk, while helping to advance the functionality of iTV services. The need to drive iTV services is seen as particularly relevant to the US market where services have been slow to develop. A key feature of the new standard for industry is the flexibility it allows operators to design individual content and easily tag-on interactive content to their programmes. The standard (Recommendation ITU-T J.202) defines the interfaces that designers use to produce content (Application Programming Interfaces --- API) and gives guidelines for their use. It has the backing of the broadcast industry as well as key manufacturers of TV equipment and set-top boxes. ITU-T J.202 consolidates the work of other standards makers illustrating ITU-T's position as the pre-eminent body for coordination of Information Communication Technology (ICT) standards.

The ITU has also completed work that paves the way for the introduction of a vital component of next generation networks. The new set of performance measurements will make it easier for service providers to deploy Sealed Fibre Optics and Passive node elements in next generation fibre optic networks. It will also mean that manufacturers will be able to speed-up their development cycles, resulting in lower prices. The standards give special attention to network stability and future adaptability, key concerns for all telecom operators.

The standards known as ITU-T Recommendations L.13 and L.51 form the first international performance standards for fiber optic closures in the world. A fibre optic closure is equipment that protects fibre optic components from the elements. The standards will allow network operators to more accurately benchmark optical node products. Manufacturers will find conformance testing simplified and the process of tendering and ordering easier, as the standards can be specified in tenders.

***Editor's Note*** *: ITU is a world-wide organization which brings governments and industry together to coordinate the establishment and operation of global telecommunication networks and services; it is responsible for standardization, coordination and development of international telecommunications including radiocommunications, as well as the harmonization of national policies.*

WIPO launches new CD-ROM on intellectual property for small and medium-sized enterprises
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) has launched an updated version of its CD-ROM entitled Intellectual Property for Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs). The CD-ROM is free of charge and now available in six languages (Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian, and Spanish). It is part of the Organization's efforts to raise awareness about the role of intellectual property (IP) in leveraging business development and improving competitiveness among the global SME community.

The CD-ROM is intended to make intellectual property-related material more readily available to those SMEs that do not have easy access to the Internet. The CD-ROM will also supplement IP resources used for teaching and training business aspects of IP in law, engineering and management courses in a number of countries, worldwide. This information is also available online at [www.wipo.int/sme](http://www.wipo.int/sme)

***Editor's Note*** *: The CD-ROM is available to public and private IP institutions, chambers of commerce, UN specialized agencies and other UN Organizations, non government organizations (NGOs), educational and training institutions, and other interested parties. Further information from: [www.wipo.int/ebookshop](http://www.wipo.int/ebookshop). Making intellectual property your business was the theme of this year's World Intellectual Property Day on April 26, 2003. This was intended to highlight the key role of intellectual property both in achieving business success and in enhancing the daily lives of individuals. It appeals entrepreneurs to fully capitalize on their intellectual assets by using the tools of the intellectual property system to advance their business goals, with a wider call for civil society to recognize that "respect for intellectual property rights is of benefit not only to creators but to society as a whole".*

Circumventing the circumvention laws --- headaches for copyright owners
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright holders will be limited in the actions they can take against hackers following the recent Federal court case of **Kabushiki Kaisha Sony Computer Entertainment Inc v Stevens** \[2002\] FCA 906. That case examines the provisions of the Copyright Act which deal with the circumvention of technological protection measures.

Technological protection measures are used by copyright owners to try and prevent unlawful copying of copyright works, such as music or games CDs and DVDs. For example, Robbie Williams' "Escapology" recently became the first music CD to be released in Australia with anti-pirating technology that prevents copies being made on a CD burner.

So what happens if someone circumvents the technology that companies use to protect their copyright works? It used to be the case that the Copyright Act did nothing to stop this. However, the Copyright Act has been amended to prohibit the supply of means to circumvent "technological protection measures" that deter or inhibit copyright infringement (section 116A). Under the Act, a technological protection measure is defined as:

"a device or product, or a component incorporated into a process, that is designed, in the ordinary course of its operation, to prevent or inhibit the infringement of copyright in a work or other subject-matter by either or both of the following means:(a) by ensuring that access to the work or other subject matter is available solely by use of an access code or process (including decryption, unscrambling or other transformation of the work or other subject-matter) with the authority of the owner or licensee of the copyright;(b) through a copy control mechanism."

However, as Sony discovered in the Kabushiki case, some copyright protection mechanisms will not come within the definition of a "technological protection measure".

In that case, Sony had included a protection program on the circuit board of its Playstation 2 console that read and verified access codes stored on Playstation 2 CDs or DVDs. Without the access codes, those CDs or DVDs would not work. Playstation CDs and DVDs were also designed so that if they were copied, the access codes would not transfer onto the blank CDs or DVDs.

Sony claimed that the defendant, Stevens, had breached section 116A by selling a device which circumvented a technological protection measure used by Sony to protect its copyright works. Stevens had sold and installed chips for Playstation 2 consoles that allowed illegal CDs to be played on the Playstation 2 console whether or not they had an access code. Stevens also sold illegal copies of Playstation 2 games.

Although Sony's protection program satisfied the definition of "technological protection measure" in that it prevented access to a copyright work by means of an access code, the court held that the definition is confined to devices that prevent actions in relation to a copyright work that would otherwise be, or facilitate, an infringement of copyright in that work.

Sony's problem was that its protection program prevented illegal CDs or DVDs being played on the Playstation 2 console --- but did not prevent them being reproduced in the first place. In this case, the actual breach of copyright occurred when the illegal copies of the Playstation games were made. In the court's view, playing an illegal CD or DVD on a Playstation 2 console was not of itself an infringement of copyright. Therefore, Sony's protection program only had the indirect effect of preventing copyright infringement by discouraging copyright pirates. It did not, "in the ordinary course of its operation", prevent or inhibit the infringement of copyright in a work. Accordingly, Sony's claim under section 116A failed.

It is clear that the prescriptive terms of the Copyright Act limit the circumstances in which companies can sue a supplier of devices that circumvent technological protection measures. Any company designing or incorporating a device in an attempt to prevent copyright infringement needs to consider whether the device in question prevents or inhibits copyright infringement "in the ordinary course of its operation". A device with the incidental effect of preventing copyright infringement may not come under the protection of the Copyright Act.

The Australian position on technological protection measures does not reflect the approach taken in the UK or the US. Those countries have adopted broad definitions in their copyright statutes that encourage technological innovation and lateral solutions to prevent copyright piracy. In Australia, the converse is true.

**Daniel Cootes** Solicitor, Intellectual Property Group, Abbott Tout, Sydney, Australia

[DCootes\@abbotttout.com.au](mailto:dcootes@abbotttout.com.au)
